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LAWS

RCW 42.56.030 22

CR56 17

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

This case underscores why the paramount right to be

informed of the operation of government is a necessary precondition

to the sound governance of a free society.

For the laws off the State of Washington to actually be

enforced as they are written on the campus of TESC, it is imperative

that the records concerning the enforcement of the TESC Trespass

policy be disclosed,  and that our courts operate fairly and as

required by the constitution and laws.

This appeal concerns a manifestly illegal policy that the

TESC administration employs to arbitrarily exclude the public from

State lands under false color of the criminal trespass law.

Despite representing to the Superior Court that the practice
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had been discontinued and obtaining a dismissal in Cause No 89- 2-

00696- 8 under that representation, ( See CP 83- 89) the institution

quietly resumed the illegal policy,  employing it to criminalize

citizens access to State property held in trust for the people by the

TESC Trustees.

When West requested records related to the trespass policy

and the  " TESC Trespass List"  in 2012,  the institution failed to

produce the " TESC Trespass List" it maintained and which had been

recently produced to another requester.  Instead,  the institution

concealed the existence of the " TESC Trespass List" and produced,

instead,  a different document,  a listing of trespass reports that

postdated West's request.

In addition, the agency refused to make a reasonable search

for or produce known responsive records such as police reports, or

the correspondence and communications requested by West, stating

that no other such records existed and he would have to file

additional requests to obtain responsive police reports.

To add injury to insult, when West entered onto the campus to
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inspect TESC records, he was threatened with the application of the

TESC Trespass Policy and arrested, detained, falsely imprisoned for

investigation of" Criminal Trespass" pursuant to policies usages and

customs of the Evergreen State College.  The first,  unaltered

declaration of John Hurley (CP 52, lines 4- 5) attests to the Unlawful

policy correctly.

The declaration of Officer Monohon also attests to an arrest

and detention under color of the TESC Trespass Policy (CP 117) Yet

despite clear contested facts concerning the unlawful seizure and

detention of West under color of the TESC Trespass Policy,  and

inconsistent and contradictory testimony from the TESC witnesses,

the court wrongfully granted summary judgment to TESC on all

issues.

Under these circumstances the various actions of the Superior

Court complained of herein regarding continuances, evidence', and

evasion of entry of a fmal order are not merely abuses in and of

themselves, but serve as obstacles to the correction of a more serious

Including allowing the submission of altered and possibly perjured affidavits by' 1'ESC's
John Hurley
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abuse, the decades long history of arbitrary and illegal exclusion of

the public from the TECS campus at the whim of the administrator

at the desk, personified in the form of TESC' s bellicose John Hurley.

ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR

I The Court erred in failing to find a violation of the
PRA when TESC failed to produce its Criminal

Trespass List and other responsive records in an

apparent attempt to obscure the continuing arbitrary and
unconstitutional exclusion of members of the public

from State land 10

II The Court erred in dismissing appellant's claims
including those related to the threats, arrest, and false
imprisonment by TESC under color of its criminal
trespass policy taken to chill the exercise of West's
constitutional rights 16

III The Court erred in failing to grant a continuance,
suppressing relevant evidence,  allowing the submission
of inconsistent and/or perjured testimony,   and in

granting summary judgment when factual issues were
disputed 18

IV The Court erred in abusing its discretion to attempt
to evade an appeal by not entering a final Order subject
to Appeal 20
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ISSUES PERTAINING TO ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR

I Did the Court err in failing to find a violation of the
PRA when TESC failed to produce its Criminal

Trespass List and other responsive records in an

apparent attempt to obscure the continuing arbitrary and
unconstitutional exclusion of members of the public

from State land?  Yes

II Did the Court erred in dismissing appellant' s claims
including those related to the threats, arrest, and false
imprisonment by TESC under color of its criminal
trespass policy taken to chill the exercise of West's
constitutional rights?  Yes

III Did the Court err in failing to grant a continuance,
suppressing relevant evidence,  allowing the submission
of inconsistent and/or perjured testimony,   and in

granting summary judgment when factual issues were
disputed?  Yes

IV Did the Court err in abusing its discretion to attempt
to evade an appeal by not entering a fmal Order subject
to Appeal?  Yes

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This case involves the TESC Trespass Policy and a public

records request filed by West for records related to the enforcement

of the TESC Trespass Policy. (CP 4- 8)

In May of 1989, following the filing of a motion for summary
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judgment in West v. TESC, Thurston County Cause No. 89- 2- 00696-

8, the College allegedly discontinued the illegal practice. (CP 82- 89)

However, in 2014 we still see the institution maintaining a

Trespass List and illegally excluding members of the public from

peaceable and legal access to State land ( CP at 20- 34) it is no

wonder they have a problem with full disclosure of the details of

their enforcement of such a policy.

On 3- 16- 12 West requested...

l.The TESC trespass list and...   a copy of any
communications or final orders related to the TESC

Criminal trespass list, 2008 to present.

2. Any records of prosecution or arrest of individuals
for violation of the TESC Trespass policy
3. A current version of the TESC Trespass policy and
any related WAC filing. (CP at 4- 8)

West requested the TESC Trespass List in March of 2012 and

the institution unreasonably delayed producing a response until after

the filing of a complaint in the instant action.  Even when the

response was made the agency withheld known responsoive records

and produced a document created after the records request differing

from the actual TESC Trespass List. (Transcript of August 3, 2012,
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at page 8, line 23 — Page 9 line 19 )

The TESC records officer in her response expressly

denied that the college had any other responsive records, ( CP at

17- 18) and stated that West would be required to file a further

request to obtain the records he had requested in the March 16

request. (CP at 18)

West was not provided with  " The TESC trespass list and... a

copy of any communications or final orders related to the TESC

Criminal trespass list, 2008 to present." ( CP 17- 18)

West was not provided with " Any records of prosecution or

arrest of individuals for violation of the TESC Trespass policy." ( CP

17- 18)

West was not provided with " A current version of the TESC

Trespass policy and any related WAC filing." (CP 17- 18)

On May 8, 2015, plaintiff filed the instant action.(CP at 4- 8)

On August 3, 2012, the Court heard argument and ruled on

the preliminary issue of whether the agency' s deliberate failure to

produce the TESC Trespass list and other responsive records until
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after a suit was filed Violated the PRA.  (Transcript of August 3,

2012)

On November 15 2014 an Order was entered finding the

agency had not violated the PRA, ( CP at 46 and 48- 50) despite clear

evidence in the record that the agency had not provided responsive

records. ( CP at 17- 18)

On December 20,  2013,  the Court heard argument on a

second Motion for Summary Judgment and a cross motion, and on

January 3, 2014, entered a Final Order. (CP at 110- 112)

On January 13,  the plaintiff made a timely motion for

reconsideration. (CP at 177- 180)

On May 16, 2014, the Court abused its discretion by refusing

to enter an order denying reconsideration.( CP at 189)

On June 16, 2014, a timely notice of appeal was filed. (CP at

190- 199)

ORDERS ON APPEAL

Appellant seeks review of the Order of November 15, 2013

CP 48- 50) and the Order of January 3, 2014..    (CP 110- 112)
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

De Novo

ARGUMENT

I The Court erred in failing to find a violation of the
PRA when TESC failed to produce its Criminal

Trespass List and other responsive records in an

apparent attempt to obscure the continuing arbitrary
and unconstitutional exclusion of members of the

public from State land

This case underscores why the paramount right to be

informed of the operation of government is a necessary precondition

to the sound governance of a free society.

The PRA provides that...    full access to information

concerning the conduct of government on every level must be

assured as a fundamental and necessary precondition to the sound

governance of a free society."); Hearst Corp.  v.  Hoppe, 90 Wn.2d

123, 127, 580 P.2d 246 ( 1978) (" The Washington public disclosure

act is a strongly-worded mandate for broad disclosure of public

records."). Yet TESC in this case deliberately refused to comply with
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this strongly worded mandate in an attempt to cover up the unlawful

application of their Trespass Policy.

As Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, appearing in

the record at CP 12- 23 made clear, TESC failed to make a good faith

search ( See CP 13 at lines 4- 6 and lines 15- 17) for Trespass related

records that it knew to be in existence from its own response to West

and its response to earlier requests.

The TESC Trespass List (CP 27- 34) was one known record,

produced to a previous requester, Greg Hohnholtz just a few months

prior to West' s request. Yet its existence was denied and it was not

produced to West.

The police reports were also known records that should have

been provided without the requirement of an additional request. In

addition,   there are undoubtably many Trespass related

communications and records still being withheld to this very day.

Yet,  as West argued in his Motion for Summary Judgment,  the

agency refused to make a reasonable search for these records or

produce them.
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As the Supreme Court underscored in the Neighborhood

Alliance decision...

A)gencies are required to make more than a

perfunctory search and to follow obvious leads as they
are uncovered. Valencia-Lucena v. U.S. Coast Guard,

336 U.S. App. D.C. 386,  180 F.3d 321, 326 ( 1999).

The search should not be limited to one or more places

if there are additional sources for the information

requested. Valencia-Lucena,  180 F.3d at 326. Indeed,

the agency cannot limit its search to only one record
system if there are others that are likely to turn up the
information requested."  Oglesby v.  U.S.  Dep' t of
Army,  287 U.S.  App.  D.C.  126,  920 F.2d 57,  68

1990).

TESC should not be allowed to veil nondisclosure of

responsive records behind a perfunctory search and claim that they

believed that only a report listing was available when they were very

well aware that actual Trespass List was available and " Used", and

when the belated Trespass Report Listing was not even produced

until a month after West' s records request. ( See date at bottom of

TESC Report Listing CP 20-26)

Significantly, the defendants have not alleged that they were

unaware of the existence of these other records.  TESC was well

aware of the existence of these " records" but deliberately decided
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not to disclose them.

RCW 42.56. 010  ( 3)  and  ( 4)  define public  " records"  to

include " existing data compilations from which information may

be obtained or translated" ( emphasis added),

This definition cannot be misrepresented to omit records such

as the existing " TESC Trespass List", TESC Police Reports of

enforcement of its Trespass Policy, or TESC Trespass related

communications. Yet all of these records were requested and not

produced by TESC. ( CP 17- 18)

For the public to be fully informed of the activities of their

government so that the policy of the Public Disclosure and Records

Acts can be effectuated,  and so thatv the public may enjoy their

constitutional and natural rights to peaceable use of State lands, it is

imperative that key records such as records related to the

enforcement of trespass laws on State lands be readily available.

The fact that these known responsive records were not

disclosed by TESC was a serious omission of relevant and critical

data that raises questiona as to whether it was taken to obscure and
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cover up a continuing ilegal policy..

The withheld TESC Trespass List was a known responsive

record meeting the definitions of RCW 42.56. 010 ( 3) and ( 4).  As

the Supreme Court held in PAWS v. University of Washington, 125

Wn.2d 243,  251,  884 P.2d 592  ( 1994) the failure to produce

responsive records known to exist constitutes silent withholding.

TESC therefore violated the PRA by refusing to provide the

known responsive records to the plaintiff,  particularly when they

were known existing records relating to the TESC Trespass Policy.
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II The Court erred in dismissing appellant's claims
including those related to the threats, arrest, and false
imprisonment by TESC under color of its criminal
trespass policy taken to chill the exercise of West's
constitutional rights

The facts of this case clearly demonstrate that not only does

the TESC maintain an illegal Trespass policy, but it employed it to

threaten and arrest West unlawfully in an attempt to chill the

exercise of constitutional rights.

The Transcript of the hearing of December 20, at pages 22-

25, along with the declarations of John Hurley, Ed Sorger, and the

Plaintiff,  clearly set forth facts sufficient to establish at least a

material issue as to wether the appellant was seized, arrested,  or

unreasonably detained in violation of the 4rth Amendment, under

color of the TESC Trespass Policy.

When West entered onto the campus to inspect TESC

records,  he was threatened with the application of the TESC

Trespass Policy and arrested,  detained,  falsely imprisoned for

investigation of" Criminal Trespass" pursuant to policies usages and

customs of the Evergreen State College.  The first,  unaltered
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declaration of John Hurley (CP 52, lines 4- 5) attests to the Unlawful

policy correctly.

In Bouie v. City of Columbia, South Carolina, 378 U. S. 347

1964). it was held that in giving retroactive application to a new

construction of a criminal trespass statute to prosecuting two African

American Gentlemen for Trespass,   a racist City Government

deprived petitioners of their right to fair warning of a criminal

prohibition,  and thus violated the Due Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment.

The declaration of Officer Monohon attests to an arreest and

detention under color of the TESC Trespass Policy ( CP 117) Yet

despite clear contested facts concerning the unlawful seizure and

detention of West under color of the TESC Trespass Policy,  and

inconsistent and contradictory testimony from the TESC witnesses,

the court wrongfully granted summary judgment to TESC on all

issues. It was error and a violation of CR 56 for the Court to grant

summary judgment when material facts had been reasonably

controverted.
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III The Court erred in failing to grant a continuance,
suppressing relevant evidence,  allowing the submission
of inconsistent and/or perjured testimony,   and in

granting summary judgment when factual issues were
disputed.

Due process of law requires a reasonable opportunity to

present one' s case. Sniadach v. Family Finance Corp., 395 U.S. 337

1969) The various actions of the Court in this case abridges the

appellant's right to basic due process of law and combined to deny

justice based upon altered and inconsistent declarations,  material

facts that were far from undisputed, and outright misrepresentations

of the record by counsel.

In Bouie v. City of Columbia, South Carolina, 378 U. S. 347

1964) it was held that in giving retroactive application to a new

construction of a criminal trespass statute to prosecuting two African

American Gentlemen for Trespass,   a racist City Government

deprived petitioners of their right to fair warning of a criminal

prohibition,  and thus violated the Due Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment.

The TESC trespass policy is nearly identical to that

18



complained of by Bouie and his associate, and has also been used in

at least a class based discriminatory manner to target the

disenfranchised, poor and homeless ( to say nothing of the politically

objectionable such as West) in a TESC maintained " Rogues Gallery"

of citizens subject to criminal prosecution if they dare to attempt to

exercise their civl rights on State land held in trust for the people by

the TESC Trustees.

The first declaration of John Hurley clearly identifies the

illegal application of the TESC Trespass policy, and it was an abuse

of discretion for the Court to allow a materially altered declaration

to be filed by counsel at the last minute,  particularly when the

declaration may very well have been based upon suborned

misleading statements of material fact. ( See CP 51- 52, ( first Hurley

Declaration, and CP 90- 92, second, inconsistent, altered declaration)

Because this case is before  ( the Court) for a review of a

ruling on a motion for summary judgment, we must review the facts

and the reasonable inferences from them in the light most favorable

to Jones as the nonmoving party. Bishop v. Miche, 137 Wn.2d 518,
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523, 973 P.2d 465 ( 1999). A genuine issue of material fact exists if,

after weighing the evidence, reasonable minds could reach different

factual conclusions about an issue that is material to the disputed

claim. See Hartley a State, 103 Wn.2d 768, 775, 698 P.2d 77 ( 1985).

We conclude there is a genuine issue of material fact...  Jones v.

State, 170 Wn.2d 338, ( 2010)

IV The Court erred in abusing its discretion to attempt
to evade an appeal by not entering a fmal Order subject
to Appeal

In this case, the record is clear that West filed a motion for

reconsideration within 10 days of entry of judgment but apparently

did not also note the matter for a hearing or other disposition. CR

59. TESC contends these flaws render the appeal untimely. It did

not; a party' s failure to note a motion for reconsideration at the time

of filing does not affect the time allowed for filing a notice of

appeal. In re Detention of Turay, 139 Wn.2d 379, 391, 986 P.2d 790

1999); Buckner, Inc. v. Berkey Irrigation Supply, 89 Wn. App. 906,

916, 951 P.2d 338 ( 1998).
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The filing of a timely motion for reconsideration tolls the

time for filing of the appeal until the trial court decides the motion.

RAP 5. 2( a), ( e); see also Turay, 139 Wn.2d at 391- 92; Buckner, 89

Wn. App. at 916; In re Marriage of Estes, 84 Wn. App. 586, 595,

929 P.2d 500 ( 1997).  ' The rule of appellate procedure makes no

reference to the timeliness of the trial court's decision on the motion

for reconsideration.' Estes, 84 Wn. App. At 595.

The delay in deciding the motion does not affect the tolling of

the time for filing an appeal. Estes, 84 Wn. App. at 595. Because

West filed a notice of appeal within 30 days after the trial court

indicated it was evading entering a ruling on the motion for

reconsideration,  the appeal is timely.  Turay,  139 Wn.2d at 391;

Buckner, 89 Wn. App. at 916; Estes, 84 Wn. App. at 595.

CONCLUSION AND RELIEF SOUGHT:

This case underscores why the paramount right to be

informed of the operation of government as is a precondition to the
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sound governance of a free society.

For the laws off the State of Washington to actually be

enforced as they are written on the campus of TESC, it is imperative

that the records of the unlawful TESC Trespass policy be disclosed,

and that our courts operate as required by the constitution and laws.

In enacting the Public Records Act, now codified as Chapter

42. 56 RCW, both the people and the legislature of this state have

declared and affirmed a policy of open government.  (See RCW

42. 56.030).

A decision to allow TESC to flaunt its noncompliance with

both the PRA and the laws of Trespass would utterly contravene this

policy, as well as the constitutional mandate assigning such policy

decisions to the legislature. See Moran v. State, 88 Wn. 2d 867, 875,

568 P.2d 758 ( 1977) (" We must always remember that we are not a

super legislature. It is not our role in government to enact legislation

or to add provisions or to change provisions in legislation which are

otherwise clear.").

The decision of the Trial Court should be vacated, and this
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case remanded back for further proceedings, with instructions for

the award of appropriate costs and penalties for the unlawful

withholding of records related to the TESC Trespass Policy and its

unlawful application to arbitrarily bar citizens from lawful

enjoyment of public lands in the absence of due process of law.

Respectfully submitted this day of February 17, 2015.

War

AR' HURWEST

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify this document was transmitted to and served on

counsel for the TESC on February 17, 2015 at the office of the

Attorney General of the State of Washington.
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Ken Eikenberry

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON
7th FLOOR, HIGHWAYS. 1. UCENSES BUILDING s OLYMPIA. WASHINGTON 985044071

ray 9,  / 989

a
MEMORANDUM

m

0
0a

TO:     Gail Martarc
Vice President for Student Affairs
The Evergreen State College

i1 S FROM; AMichael E.  Grant

Assistant Attorney General

RE Student Conduct Code and Related Issues

m
o
U

F. During recent reviews of the proposed student conduct code,  we

have discussed the inclusion of policies relating to nonstudents
in the same code.    For the reasons I have outlined to you

previously,  I recommend that the student conduct code deal
exclusively with that subject:    students at TESC,  standards for

their conduct,  and procedures for sanctions if necessary.

The college' s relationship with nonstudents is entirely
different.    Nonstudents include by definition all other
individuals in society who do not at a given time enjoy the
privilege of matriculating at TESC.   The college can deal with

student conduct because of the special status that students hold.
The college cannot seek to affect the conduct of nonstudents
except as it affects directly the welfare of the college
community.    In such cases,  the primary means of .achieving control
over such unwelcome conduct is through community resources,
including the police and the courts.

If a nonstudent is causing problems affecting TESC' s security and
welfare,  the proper step is for the college,  through •duly
authorized representatives,  to notify local law enforcement
including campus security who have been properly deputized) .

This could result in arrest and,  if a crime has been committed

including the crime of trespass) ,  trial,  conviction and

punishment.

Repeat offenses can be dealt with in the same manner or,
injunctive relief can be obtained,  including court- ordered
restriction on access to the campus.    In my view,  TESC does not

s,,       
EXHIBIT    _



a:

2-    May 5,  * 1389

Ms.  Martin

have unilateral authority to restrict access to the public areas  _
of the campus.   Consequently,  any kind of

listc
which

s access

have

of

been maintained in the past at the colleg_
private citizens to the common campus areas is ineffective.

As we also discussed,  housing and related activities have a
different posture.   These are not public areas.    Nor,  for

o example,  is a classroom or office.      But I must stress that

g self-help remedies are not appropriate.    The college,  like any

other member of the community,  must rely on community law
enforcement resources.

a Please indicate if you concur in these recommendations and,  if  .

M so,  a time convenient to meet so as to establish a plan to
o implement these recommendations.
n
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ys y, t s,

RE 1
r

The Evergreen State College     .   •
CAMPUS SECURITY

Seminar Building- Suite 2150

May 19,  1989

TO:  Campus Security Staff
r

a:,       

FROM: Gary Russ< __,       .

g RE:   procedural Changes- Criminal Trespass
n

As the result of a meeting with Vice President Gail Martin and
Assistant Attorney General Mike Grant concerning criminal tres-

S pass and it' s use, we will be following a slightly different
procedure when we envoke a trespass warning.   The criteria and

procedure,: which is effective iimnediately, will be as follows:

g1.   If,  resulting from an investigation or actual observation,  you

arrest or cite a person under the criminal code, you may in
conjunction with that action issue a criminal trespass advise-
ment ordering the person to leave campus forthwith.   The trey-

pass order should only be issued if;  in your judgement, the

person` scontinued presence on campus is likely to compromise-
the safety of persons or property or create additional law
violations,  ie, disturbance.   And;  as always,  the trespass

order may only be given to non- community persons that are
not associated with the college as a student,  staff person

or faculty.   A person may be arrested for failure to comply
with your order to leave the campus- under these conditions.

2.   If a person arrested or cited and ordered off campus subsequently
returns 'and is again involved in illegal activity, you may,

along with any other criminal charges, charge the person with

violation of the appropriate criminal trespass law.

3.   However,  if a person is subsequently` obserired on_caulpus_ after,
having been Arrfested. 2r. cited or a,,' le;( fit?.latiOff d:-    ` i 9 tE  ,.    :_.  . r.--

compl led with an ' order to' leave;, ampus at. the' tilie of; t e  .      •    r:..

citation or arrest,: that' person, shoo ld hot be ifiarged_with, a _   
violation' ortrie 'criminal-,treSPAas_vrrderif,  mein a tkoils„ at. 

the time of observation td' i ot:vloa u`he la j; `       -  —."•     ..Z

The above outlined procedures aye based upon the. understanding that
the public has a traditional' right to be on the• publ i c̀ or co4non; arras
of campus or may be invited guests as long as they do not violate laws
or campus regulations.

l
cc: Gail Martin

1

I

Olympia, Washington 98506
Telephone ( 206) 866.5000 V'PLFTP.T' T'  1
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m 6 TESO, Board of Trust,ees, NOTION FOR ST3I N!'A.RY JUbG-DTENV-FOR
CI.4.RA TO.Y ?  .. a.FF

n Defendant_
7

8 Domes now the plain of ',,'    thur West.,  Pro Se.,  and

9 respectfully moves the court for the foiIowing relief°'

1 .    That the Court enter a summa-..y- ju .'gment for declar-

s 11  ' atory relief in hi s, fairer declaring EL C 174._ 136- 05
t.__  

8 12  : FL O.  , 14-136= 0, 2 tc: be +invalid,  and

13 2.    That TESO' 2.  thcr'ity O ,arrest any person or persoxis

14.  - for violation of ROW 9A, 52 be restricted to hev'ing the

15 authority- to arrest onay-  hose persons in violation .of.

16 ROW . 9A-. 5  .

17 Where is no question.uestz oil. in this cause as to whethe the

Is abOve mentioned tiC rule vas adopted. ri hout compliance with      - ,'

19  : startutory,  rule- making proceedure and- wb.ether it exceeds the f

20 instiu,tion'-s statutcry ,ai.lthbz kyr and the plaintiff ,ts en-    

21 titled to _judgment as ,a matter -of law:_ 

22 This motion is based' on ORs 56 and 57,  FLOW 28-t..1:9..,  the
i

23 two oertifica4ions from the- bode Revisor,  attached lier°e"to,      

24 the =23 U? e%,°oi '_ r0tC
ACIx L! E8s

e'

TSi 86'. 22;-.08U;  attached h_ereio,    - t.

x

25

they
s' atenenU WiChd'r'aw'i'lo said il.Ctice, xattaached hereto,  the

I.
6 ttt`~ t els and' redord herb .$,.tanU., e:he', pceclaaration. set forth
V

k

27 b e2 ow.   0 r.  , '  

23 4RiRU'R WEST

NOTION AND DEOZAR&TTON FOR 31-35 Kaiser Road,  N. W.
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Thd Evergreen State College d

CRIMINAL TRESPASS LIST INFO

NAME ISSUED BY REASON

A Armstrong,  Robert J.   C/ R 86- 2598/ Anderson/ Non student,  drinking i;n public & carr

a_weapon.  ( club)

B Bloodgoocl, Jams R.     C/ R ident,  indecent exposure, no clo,

DO

r

Bouge, Linda B.   C/ R   -     E` tC 1i.       ;dent,  disturbance,  accident & lY

S Bowen Dale 3.
g AKA,  Th a/ Aqui a C/ R nt, trans ient & OPD rape suspect

g Brock/ Rayand P. C/ R nt, under age drinking in B- lot
e4M
C

C Carlson, Jeff
AKA,  Southwood, Jeff CJR icat_or, Vandal istn & behavioral

Cleeves,  Robert Allen C/ R i ant,  disturbance,  accident & C! fl

F
Colwell, Ter=i+MaVie C/ R i ant, TitaliCiOUS Mischief & drink;

Cimmuns, Toni C/ R f s,.u. aLor,  : social contracts vi'}latior

i
housing eviction.

Curry,  Robert M.   t C/ R 83- 534/ Anderson,  non sLudcnt,  vehicle impotmd ecape.

D izell, Janice S.      CJR 85- 315/ Smithson, non student,  public drinking & disturba

in the dorms.
a

Dugan, Patrick M. CJR 85- 826/ Anderson & Adjudication request, behavioral

E E. sh,  James M.    C/ R 83- 6111/ Savage,  student, under age drinking in 8- lot

Edwards, Daniel F4.      C/ R 82- 841/ Adjudicator Jacob,  transient in dorms,  distzu'banc

open drinking

Evans,  Ben W.      C/ R 80- 1279/ Adjudicator Jacob,  transient,  dist. ebaoce:s

F,      Frost,  Vance C/ R 83- 511/ Adjudicator Jacob,  adjudicator hold &• trespass j

i
f

j t

S
9

Olympia, Washington 95505
3li cpc ; 1 t20d) 565.60ao
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bet 5 ; _ 0 October 2Si 1990

PresidcsY Y Tce

Te Evergreen State College
Olympia,   3A

R5:    Petition For review ar decision to deny access
to Public Records,  related shatters

F Dear President Purce;
ct

o°
Please consider this letter a petition to review a

letter denyinc me access to TESL public records  ( Appendix A)

8 as well as a request for more timely access to records which
will be provided.

I have been requesting records pertaining to TCSC
m

criminal trespass policy since December 4,  1989 and TESL public .

records officers have been denying the existence of any such
records up through October 4,  1990  ( Appendix 8) .    In response

g to my request of October 19,  1990  ( Appendix C)  Air.  Jones first

8 said the records would be provided  ( Appendix 0) ,   then denied

half my requests the next.  day.
Now Mr.  Jones contends my requests relating to TESC

security officers and criminal trespass policy are subject to
the rules of discovery because a Mr.  Arthur West filed suit

against TCSC an these matters,   then instructs me to address my

discovery requests to the schoolts lawyer,  who I believe is

Assistant AG Mike Grant.

I have only requested material which is defined in
the various statutes as public records.    Perhaps ifI were re,

questing the sort of records which would only be available
to a litigant such as Mr.  West pursuant to a piscovery: roCucst
I could sea some basis for Mr.  Jones,  decision.    Otit I have not.

In fact,  I believe even Mr.  West can still expect a

prompt response to any public records request and would only
need to use discovery to obtain material which is not defined    •
as public records but which may be relevant to his lawsuit.

I can find, no lawful authority which suspends the
Public Disclosure Act when a public agency such as fEJC is
involved in litigation.    Of course,  if the school cites an

4

authority which clearly does so,  and is not superceded_ by the
PDA, I could consider such an authority basis for denial of
this petition,

However I don1t believe any such authority exists
so I am asking that you instruct Mr.  Jones to comply with my
requests as required by law.
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That a public aeency,  particularly iESC,  which has

promulgated JAC 174- 12G- 020,  would conduct its affairs in such

a manner that persons affected thereby must resort to litigation,
then inform anyone requesting public records in the subject area
of the litigation that his or her request is subject to the
rules of discovery,  which are governed by 11 lengthy court rules
and hundreds of appellate court decisions and which even confound
many attorneys,  and which entail procedures that,  in any event,
are only available For use between parties to litigation,

oe presents an absurd picture of new depths of bureaucratic obfuscation

e•;,  
that appears suspiciously like a violation of the above mentioned

o JAC 174- 120- 020.    While the school might,  and should,   be concerned

O about Ff' 1  '      the 7 r concern i
a

about its officers violating th_  Sgc_ al Contract,' my concern s

that I be dealt with according to law.

My experience attempting to get access to TESL public
S records has been waiting months,   then only getting a fraction,
m if any,  of the records I requested.    Since much ofthe earlier

requested materiel has still not been provided,  I: am not by any
o subsequent request waiting my earlier requests.    Some of my

latest request are geared toward determining the veracity of

8 earlier responses.   

The materials requested in Appendix C should be in
P easily discernable and obtainable indices and files.    I don' t

believe a delay of more than two or three weeks,  if that long,   
would be the prompt response required by the Public Disclosure      .
Act.    Would you please instruct f1r.• Jones to comply with the
law in that regard,  also?

My experience seems to . indicate some members of the    :
TESL community are seeking to _evade scrutiny of their past
conduct.    Possibly the records I have requested,  and related

material which might not necessarily be available to me,  would

be of interest to yourself in light of the grave responsibilities
you have taken on at this critical time in TESL history.    

Thank you for your consideration.    I remain

Respectfully yours,

David Ridgwe   ,

Tr.


